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al., 2020) - has brought drastic menaces to our lives; with 
dual medical and psychological threats to physical and men-
tal health extensively documented since its outbreak (Xiong 
et al., 2020). On top of health concerns related to the fear 
of COVID-19, people were faced with severe containment 
measures including home isolation, travel bans and social 
distancing and had to navigate uncertainty, hopelessness 
and loss of control (Shanahan et al., 2020). Prolonged and 
strict quarantines (Moris & Schizas, 2020) as well as unem-
ployment (Petterson et al., 2020), have led to increased 
mental distress such as anxiety, depression and post-trau-
matic stress disorder (PTSD) (Ettman et al., 2020) and mal-
adaptive behaviors like domestic violence or substance use 
(Gautam et al., 2020; Moreno et al., 2020).

Longitudinal studies consistently reported an overall rise 
in mental health problems compared to pre-pandemic levels 
(Li et al., 2020), with meta-analyses documenting PTSD as 
the most prevalent source of mental distress during COVID-
19 (Arora et al., 2022), alongside sleeplessness, behavioral 
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Abstract
Almost one year since the COVID-19 was declared a global pandemic, mental distress remains elevated with high preva-
lence of post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD). Yet studies suggest these challenging circumstances might be conducive of 
post-traumatic growth (PTG). This study aims to investigate the factors associated with growth after the original trauma. 
A sample of 252 Lebanese adults filled an online survey to determine levels of PTG, PTSD and gratitude using validated 
self-rating scales. Participants also subjectively evaluated the sources of their distress such as the COVID-19 pandemic, 
the Beirut port explosion and/or their deteriorating financials. The PTGi-SF evaluated dimensions of growth while the IES-
R_22 measured the degree of distress post-trauma. The GQ-6 was used to measure the proneness to experience gratitude 
daily. Results indicated 41% of participants scored above the cutoff for PTSD symptomatology. Yet, PTSD was positively 
correlated, alongside gratitude and accumulated subjective distress, with higher levels of PTG. A forward linear regres-
sion taking PTG scores as the dependent variable further showed that more gratitude (Beta = 0.57), a higher impact of 
events (Beta = 0.16), and knowing anyone who died from COVID-19 (Beta = 3.93) were significantly associated with more 
growth. The study highlights elevated levels of PTSD symptoms in a context of a global pandemic worsened by financial 
and socio-political instabilities. It mostly identifies personal factors, including high initial symptomatology post-trauma 
and gratitude, related to the capacity for growth in spite of these accumulating hardships. As such, it advocates the need 
to investigate and bolster silver linings amidst unprecedented traumas.
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changes and numbness (Serafini et al., 2020). Mental health 
responses to this disaster were worse for younger adults, 
female, minority groups and the unemployed (Deng et al., 
2021). Images of ill people on social media, dead bodies and 
the idea of not being able to say goodbye to those dying have 
intensified social distress (Nations, 2020). Those working 
on the front lines exposed to high workload and trauma are 
more susceptible to experience depression, burnout as well 
as PTSD (The Lancet Infectious Diseases, 2020). A study 
conducted in Lebanon showed that individuals with a high 
level of fear of COVID-19 had a lower general well-being 
(Sfeir et al., 2021), and that the perceived stress in one’s 
life during the pandemic positively correlated with anxiety, 
depression, PTSD as well as sleep alterations (El Khoury-
Malhame et al., 2022).

Early into the pandemic, population surveys system-
atically indicated elevated incidences of overall mental 
distress and particularly PTSD (Di Blasio et al., 2021; 
Bueno-Notivol et al., 2021). Overall, exposure to COVID-
19 increased symptoms of PTSD (80.9%), with around 
20–30% of people struggling with severe PTSD, compared 
to around 10% pre-pandemic (Yunitri et al., 2021). In addi-
tion, 96.2% of COVID-19-hospitalized patients scored 
above cut-off for PTSD symptoms (Boyraz & Legros, 
2020). It could be that people infected with COVID-19 and 
those who lost someone close due to viral infection lived 
traumatic experience or alternatively, that the situation was 
excessively worrisome and stressful (Blackman, 2020). The 
risk for the latter to develop PTSD increases nonetheless, 
as neurological changes instigated by chronic stress could 
also lead to mental disorders (Sun et al., 2021). In PTSD, 
symptoms’ severity is known to bias people’s attention 
towards threat detection (El Khoury-Malhame et al., 2011) 
and weaken their ability to disengage from fearful cues to 
allocate mental resources to problem-solving or pleasurable 
experiences (Eysenck et al., 2007).

One year into COVID-19 viral threat, follow-up results 
showed more heterogeneity, with some studies document-
ing depression, anxiety and PTSD remaining high 10-month 
into the pandemic (Nikolaidis et al., 2022; Feter et al., 2022; 
El Zouki et al., 2022) while others in the US and the UK 
reported levelling off to pre-pandemic levels (Robinson & 
Daly, 2021, Pierce et al., 2020). Although in some studies 
post-traumatic symptoms were reported to generally decline 
since start of the pandemic, they nonetheless continued to 
be highly prevalent (Chi et al., 2021, Lixia et al., 2022). Yet, 
despite the adverse persistency of the COVID19 pandemic, 
Hamam et al. (2021) identified clusters of people who 
managed to thrive and grow after being exposed to trauma 
(Bonanno, 2004). This so-called post-traumatic growth 
(PTG) has been mostly studied in cancer patients (Bussell 
et al., 2010) and has been associated with positive change 

experienced as a result of a major life crisis or trauma (Cal-
houn & Tedeschi, 2014). PTG correlates with increased 
psychological and physical wellbeing (Park & Helgeson, 
2006). Perhaps more surprisingly, studies have documented 
a positive correlation between PTSD and PTG (Zhou et al., 
2015).

To date, numerous studies focused on the negative out-
comes of the COVID-19 pandemic on mental health (Chew 
et al., 2020; Czeisler et al., 2020; Krishnamoorthy et al., 
2020; Xiong et al., 2020). Few others, however, evalu-
ated positive outcomes from the pandemic such as PTG 
(Tamiolaki & Kalaitzaki, 2020; Vazquez et al., 2021; Zhai 
et al., 2021). Although PTG correlates with overall positive 
psychological outcomes (Bussell & Naus, 2010), research 
remains scarce regarding its prevalence during the COVID-
19 outbreak. The process of PTG includes deliberate rumi-
nation (Calhoun & Tedeschi, 2014), which refers to the 
individual’s reexamination of the traumatic event in order to 
further understand the cause and meaning of it (Calhoun et 
al., 2000). This kind of rumination was found to be a predic-
tor of PTG (Taku et al., 2008; Zhou et al., 2015).

Gratitude has also been documented as a predictor of 
PTG (Jang & Kim, 2017) and was further shown to medi-
ate the effect of PTSD on PTG (Vieselmeyer et al., 2017; 
Leppma et al., 2018a). Gratitude is a moral positive emotion 
that allows oneself to recall and focus on previous positive 
experiences (Watkins et al., 2003) and allow others to feel 
appreciated (McCullough et al., 2004). This in turn would 
increase appreciation of everyday events (McCullough et 
al., 2002), subsequently facilitating more adaptive coping 
(Fredrickson, 2004). Individuals who are grateful are gener-
ally found to experience higher life satisfaction (Lambert et 
al., 2009). Grateful respondents for instance showed lower 
levels of anxiety and depression during and after the lock-
downs in the COVID-19 pandemic (Bono et al., 2020; Butler 
& Jaffe, 2021). A meta-analysis of impact of COVID19 on 
mental health of more than 72,000 participants in fact sug-
gested lockdowns were not uniformly detrimental and most 
people show psychological resilience (Prati et al., 2021). 
Moreover, according to Nguyen et al. (2021) gratitude 
was positively linked with overall well-being throughout 
the pandemic, and further increased emotional and mental 
health in adults with PTSD (Jans-Beken and Wong, 2021).

The following conceptual framework (Fig. 1) illustrates 
the proposed association of PTG with gratitude, PTSD 
and distress. Initially, elevated incidences of PTSD were 
reported early on at the onset of the pandemic, and chronic-
ity of the health crisis as well as severity of isolation and 
quarantine measures in addition to exposure to the deadly 
COVID-19 virus subsequently increased PTSD symptoms. 
After experiencing trauma, grateful individuals would 
invest in gathering or focusing on resources and adapting 
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their self-perceptions to match a more positive approach 
that would allow them to survive and strive. Attitudes of 
gratitude in turn reinforce deliberate rumination and posi-
tively impacts capacity for PTG. This would protect indi-
viduals from the distressing intrusive thoughts and general 
avoidance that underlie PTSD (Eysenck et al., 2007). In this 
viewpoint, females are known to engage more in deliberate 
rumination. According to the founders Tedeschi and Cal-
houn (2004), PTG sets on a positive psychological fram-
ing when faced with challenges. Decades of accumulating 
research have documented its interplay with a variety of 
positive psychology concepts (Collier, 2016); leading to 
a shift in one’s mindset in pursuit of hope and meaning 
(Schueller & Parks, 2014) and to an increased overall well-
being and functioning (Duckworth et al., 2005).

People in Lebanon have been faced with many nation-
wide adversities on-going at the time of data collection, 
alongside the COVID-19 pandemic. These include the dete-
riorating of the socio-political situation, the devaluation of 
the local currency (World report, 2021), and the catastrophic 
Beirut port Explosion on August 4, 2020. A recent cross-
sectional study in fact showed that an alarming one-third 
of Lebanese adults had mental distress (Obeid et al., 2020). 
COVID-19 seemed to worsen stress, anxiety and PTSD lev-
els (El Othman et al., 2021), already elevated in Lebanese 
pre-pandemic data due the historic political and economic 
instability in the country (Rayan & Fawaz, 2018; Shaar, 
2013). As such, the goal of the current study was to evaluate 
the factors associated with PTG such as PTSD and gratitude 
one year into the COVID-19 pandemic in a population faced 
with accumulating challenges.

Methods

Participants

A total of 252 adults agreed to participate in the study. 
Demographic data included age, sex, education level, cur-
rent occupation and employment status, COVID-19 infec-
tion status during the pandemic (yes/no), knowing someone 

who got infected with COVID-19 (yes/no) and knowing 
anyone close who died because of COVID-19 (yes/no).

Procedure

The study was done in according to the Declaration of 
Helsinki and approved by the IRB board of LAU (LAU.
SAS.MM11.18/May/2020). All participants approved the 
informed consent before filling questionnaire and demo-
graphics on a circulated google link, disseminated via email 
and other social media platforms on Mar 2021 at the end of 
1.5 month of extremely strict lockdown imposed in Leba-
non after the dramatic increase in viral incidences after the 
Christmas Holiday.

Measurements and scales

Three psychological self-filled scales were used in this 
study to assess the psychological variables and standard cut-
off levels for severity were used respectively.

Post-traumatic Growth Inventory (PTGi-SF) was used 
to measure growth. It is a 10-item self-filled scale to mea-
sure favorable outcomes after a traumatic event, including 
5 dimensions: relating to others, new possibilities, personal 
strength, spiritual change and appreciation of life. (Cann 
et al., 2010). According to Yu et al. (2010) scores at the 
60th percentile or higher (≥ 32) indicate probable personal 
growth (Cronbach’s alpha = 0.90).

Impact of Event Scale (IES-R_22) is one of the most 
widely-used self-report measures within the trauma litera-
ture (Weiss & Marmar, 1997). It is a 22-item scale to evalu-
ate the degree of distress one experiences in response to a 
given trauma. A cutoff value of > 24 was used as indication 
of clinical worry and a value of > 33 indicated likely PTSD 
diagnosis in our study (Cronbach’s alpha = 0.95).

Gratitude Questionnaire (GQ-6) is a 6-item self-report 
measure designed to quantify individual variances in the 
proneness to experience gratitude in daily life. Items are 
rated on a 7-point Likert-type scale (where 1 = strongly 
disagree and 7 = strongly agree) (McCullough et al., 2002) 
(Cronbach’s alpha = 0.68).

Fig. 1 Conceptual framework showing the association of PTG with 
COVID-19 distress, PTSD, gratitude and sex as explained by the the-
ory of positive psychology. 
Bueno-Notivol et al., 2021; Collier, 2016; Eysenck et al., 2007 ; Di 

Blasio et al., 2021; Duckworth et al., 2005; Fredrickson, 2004; Kim 
& Bae, 2019; Leppma et al., 2018a; Schueller & Parks 2014; Tedeschi 
& Calhoun, 2004; Tsai et al., 2016; Vishnevsky et al., 2010 and Zhou 
et al., 2015
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Results

Socio-demographics and personal characteristics

Demographic data for the 252 respondents is represented in 
Table 1. It is noteworthy to mention that at the time of data 
collection there was no mention of an efficient vaccine yet. 
Reports indicate that 42% of participants were infected at 
some point with COVID-19, as many as 98% of participants 
knew someone who got infected with the COVID-19 and 
63% of them reported losing someone close because of the 
COVID-19 virus.

PTG, PTSD, gratitude and subjective distress

Mean values of PTSD (IES-R_22), PTG (PTGi-SF) and 
gratitude (GQ-6) are represented in Table 2. Results show 
50% of participants scored above cut-off for PTSD, with 
41% having severe symptoms and likely clinical diagno-
ses (scores above 33 on the scale). Results also show that 
around 55% of the participants had moderate to high post-
traumatic growth.

Subjective scales further reflect participant’s percep-
tion of their source of distress with financial deterioration 
(mean = 7.7) ranking first, COVID-19-related distress sec-
ond (mean = 6.0) and distress from the port explosion con-
tributing least (mean = 5.6).

Bivariate correlations

The bivariate correlation matrix highlighting the rela-
tionship between studied variables and PTG is illustrated 
in Table 3. A higher mean PTG was significantly seen in 
females vs. males (31.53 vs. 27.39; p = .019) and in those 
who knew anyone who died from COVID-19 (31.97 vs. 
27.61; p = .006).

Higher impact of events (r = .23), more gratitude (r = .26), 
and more total distress (r = .19) were significantly associated 
with more post-traumatic growth.

Subjective distress

Participants were also asked to fill Likert scales ranging 
from 0 (not at all) to 10 (very much) to indicate subjectively 
whether their distress resulted from (1) the COVID-19 pan-
demic, (2) the Beirut Port explosion or (3) the financial 
devaluation separately. A total distress score was computed 
by adding the scores derived from the three events.

Statistical analysis

All statistical analyses were conducted using SPSS, ver-
sion 22. Cronbach’s alpha values were calculated for the 
scales. The PTG score followed a normal distribution since 
the skewness (=-0.474) and kurtosis (=-0.561) values var-
ied between − 1 and + 1 (Hair et al., 2021.). Student t test 
was used to compare means, whereas the Pearson correla-
tions were used to test correlations between PTG scores and 
the other continuous variables. A linear regression was then 
conducted to assess associations with PTG, while adjusting 
for all variables that showed a p < .25 in the bivariate analy-
sis (Bursac et al., 2008). Significance level of p < .05 was set 
for all tests.

Table 1 Sociodemographic Characteristics of the Participants
  N = 252.
  Variable   N (%)
  Age (in years) 25.00 ± 8.25 

(Mean ± SD)
  Sex
   Male 71 (28.3%)
   Female 180 (71.7%)
  Education level
   Secondary or less 64 (25.4%)
   University 188 (74.6%)
  Healthcare provider
   No 197 (82.4%)
   Yes 42 (17.6%)
  Employment
   No 157 (62.3%)
   Yes 95 (37.7%)
COVID-19 infection during the lockdown
   No 146 (57.9%)
   Yes 106 (42.1%)
Knows anyone who got infected by COVID-19
   No 5 (2.0%)
   Yes 247 (98.0%)
Knows anyone close who died from COVID-19
   No 95 (37.7%)
   Yes 157 (62.3%)
PS: Some values do not add up to the total N because of missing 
values

Table 2 Values of Different Continuous Variables Used
Scale Mean ± SD
Impact of events (IES-R_22) 30.13 ± 19.70
Post-traumatic growth (PTGi-SF) 30.33 ± 11.65
Gratitude (GQ-6) 31.88 ± 5.84
Distress from COVID-19 6.0 ± 2.7
Distress from the port explosion 5.6 ± 2.9
Distress from financial deterioration 7.7 ± 2.6
Total distress from COVID-19, port explosion and 
financial deterioration

19.25 ± 6.34
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Discussion

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study inves-
tigating factors and predictors of growth one year into the 
COVID-19 pandemic, in a context of sociopolitical and eco-
nomic instability in Lebanon.

First and foremost, our results illustrate a worrisome 
sustained and intense psychological impact of COVID-19 
on the general population in Lebanon with elevated PTSD 
levels, where 50% of the participants scored above cut-off 
for PTSD and one third potentially qualifying for a severe 
PTSD diagnosis. These numbers are quite similar with over-
all prevalence documented in the first few months of the 
pandemic in the country (El Khoury-Malhame et al., under 
review; Obeid et al., 2020). They also resemble increased 
numbers in a study comparing the effect of the pandemic 
on Lebanese adults at the second and fourth week of quar-
antine (Fawaz & Samaha, 2020). In contrast to countries 
reporting leveling off of COVID-19-induced mental health 
distress one year into the pandemic, rates in Lebanon might 
have remained elevated due to the accumulation of socio-
political and financial instabilities and the lack of govern-
mental efforts targeting mental health relief (El Khoury et 
al., 2021). This points to the short and long-term impact 

Multiple regression model

A first linear regression taking the post-traumatic growth 
score as the dependent variable and each distress score 
as an independent variable, showed that more gratitude 
(Beta = 0.52), a higher impact of events (Beta = 0.13), and 
knowing anyone who died from COVID-19 (Beta = 3.76) 
were significantly associated with more post-traumatic 
growth (Table 5, Model 1). When entering the total distress 
score as an independent variable, the results remained the 
same (Table 4 and 5, Model 2).

Table 3 Bivariate Analysis of categorical variables associated with 
PTG.
  Variable Post-traumatic 

growth
Mean ± SD p

  Sex 0.019
   Male 27.39 ± 12.90
   Female 31.53 ± 10.95
  Education level 0.335
   Secondary or less 29.11 ± 10.79
   University 30.74 ± 11.93
  Healthcare provider 0.507
   No 30.03 ± 12.08
   Yes 31.36 ± 10.20
  Employment 0.698
   No 30.55 ± 11.36
   Yes 29.96 ± 12.17
COVID-19 infection during the lockdown 0.502
   No 29.90 ± 12.13
   Yes 30.91 ± 10.99
Knows anyone who got infected by 
COVID-19

0.835

   No 31.40 ± 13.83
   Yes 30.30 ± 11.64
Knows anyone close who died from 
COVID-19

0.006

   No 27.61 ± 12.82
   Yes 31.97 ± 10.60
Numbers in bold indicate significant p-values

Table 4 Correlations of continuous variables with post-traumatic growth
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1. Post-traumatic growth 1
2. Age − 0.03 1
3. Impact of events (IES) 0.23*** − 0.31*** 1
4. Gratitude (GQ) 0.19** − 0.11 0.34*** 1
5. Distress due to the COVID-19 pandemic 0.18** 0.17** 0.35*** 0.73*** 1
6. Distress due to the port explosion 0.19** 0.04 0.20** 0.81*** 0.37*** 1
7. Distress due to financial deterioration 0.07 0.06 0.25*** 0.77*** 0.34*** 0.45*** 1
8. Total distress (from COVID-19 pandemic, port 
explosion and financial deterioration)

0.26*** 0.05 − 0.13* 0.003 − 0.01 0.09 − 0.09 1

***p < .001; **p < .01; *p < .05; numbers in the table refer to Pearson correlation coefficients

Table 5 Multivariable analysis: Linear regression (using the ENTER 
method) with the post-traumatic growth score as the dependent vari-
able

Beta β p 95% 
CI

Model 1: Each distress score taken as an independent variable 
(R2 = 0.181).
Impact of events 0.13 0.23 < 0.001 0.06; 

0.21
Distress due to COVID-19 − 0.19 0.04 0.530 − 0.39; 

0.77
Distress due to the port 
explosion

0.38 0.10 0.153 − 0.14; 
0.91

Distress due to the financial 
deterioration

− 0.12 − 0.03 0.694 0.71; 
0.47

Gratitude 0.52 0.26 < 0.001 0.29; 
0.76

Sex (females vs. males*) 2.56 0.10 0.097 − 0.47; 
5.59

Knows anyone close who died 
from COVID-19 (yes vs. no*)

3.76 0.16 0.008 0.99; 
6.53

Model 2: Total distress score taken as an independent variable 
(R2 = 0.181).
Impact of events 0.13 0.22 < 0.001 0.06; 

0.20
Total distress score 0.16 0.09 0.156 − 0.06; 

0.39
Gratitude 0.54 0.27 < 0.001 0.31; 

0.78
Sex (females vs. males*) 2.69 0.10 0.078 − 0.30; 

5.68
Knows anyone close who died 
from COVID-19 (yes vs. no*)

3.78 0.16 0.008 1.02; 
6.55

*Reference group; Nagelkerke R2 = 16.3%; Beta = unstandardized 
beta; β = standardized beta; CI = Confidence interval; numbers in 
bold indicate significant p-values.
Variables entered in the model 1: Impact of events, Individual dis-
tress scores, Gratitude, Sex, Knows anyone close who died from 
COVID-19.
Variables entered in the model 2: Impact of events, Total distress 
score, Gratitude, Sex, Knows anyone close who died from COVID-
19.
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2014), refers to a cognitive process where individuals focus 
on the negative perspective of the traumatic event (Nolen-
Hoeksema & Davis, 2004). Grateful individuals would 
engage in cognitive reframing of a traumatic situation or 
event geared towards meaning making and better under-
standing and as such, although dwelling on cues related 
to the trauma might increase symptoms of PTSD, it would 
provide the cognitive framework needed to facilitate PTG 
altogether (McCullough et al., 2006; Watkins, 2013).

Lastly, when asked for subjective inputs to rate sources 
of distress, people first and foremost attributed their men-
tal struggles to the financial deterioration, followed by the 
COVID-19 pandemic and least to the Beirut port explo-
sion. Hong et al. (2022) had found comparable results with 
around 50% of their participants being more stressed by the 
viral pandemic than the explosion (Hong et al., 2022). It 
has been documented that worsening financials, financial 
instability and unemployment, contribute to poorer mental 
health and persistence of PTSD after trauma (Galea et al., 
2004) and impairs capacity for growth. From more general 
perspective, failing to address financial burden and subse-
quently accumulating adversity might have contributed to 
the maintenance of mental health symptoms in the Lebanese 
sample one year into the pandemic, similarly to other coun-
tries (Nikolaidis et al., 2022); while addressing perceived 
financial risks and health concerns might have facilitated 
the levelling-off of general distress in others (Robinson & 
Daly, 2021).

Clinical implications

Inasmuch as its traditional focus on signs of psychopathol-
ogy post-trauma exposure, the scientific community could 
increase the focus on inherent capacities of some to growth 
after distress. Clinicians and researchers alike could promote 
cost-effective cognitive-behavioral tools, such as gratitude, 
to attempt reducing intrusive rumination and increasing 
deliberate rumination in order to subsequent boost PTG 
(Kim & Bae, 2019). In such contexts, cognitive restructur-
ing and mindfulness-based therapies could provide useful 
resources.

Limitations

These results are to be generalized with caution due to the 
modest sample size and the selection bias of digitally-lit-
erate individuals as the questionnaire were circulated via 
online platforms. The study did not entail in-person diag-
noses due to the quarantine and lockdown restriction. The 
Cronbach’s alpha value of the gratitude questionnaire was a 
bit low, though it had shown higher values in previous stud-
ies (Watkins et al., 2003). Also, residual confounds might 

of COVID-19 on public health and highlights the need to 
address potential intricate presentations of PTSD symptom-
atology as previous research in clinical samples suggest that 
prolonged exposure to repetitive and cumulative trauma is 
correlated with more complex forms of PTSD (Cloitre et al., 
2011; Karam et al., 2014) and as such points to the necessity 
to focus on countries with pre-existing national struggles.

Our results mostly show that in spite of those accumu-
lating adversities, growth after trauma is still possible in 
as many as half of the participants. It seems to be higher 
when the initial emotional impact is greater, which is in line 
with previous findings documenting a positive correlation 
between PTSD and PTG (Jian et al., 2022), and corrobo-
rates with reports suggesting heterogeneity of individual 
responses to major life stressors (Baños et al., 2021). Dur-
ing the COVID-19-pandemic, viral-related fears (Hyun et 
al., 2021) as well as general worries about the pandemic 
were surprisingly shown to predict higher scores of PTG 
(Na et al., 2021). Moreover, higher prevalence of PTG was 
found among veterans who had PTSD symptoms related to 
the pandemic (Pietrzak et al., 2021). It seemed that those 
who have faced resource-gathering obstacles, such as 
COVID-19 related fear or losing someone to the virus, may 
have amplified their capacity to overcome hardship (Hyun 
et al., 2021). In that regard, PTG manifested in those emo-
tionally fueled by adversity but able to mobilize positive 
resources such as gratitude combined with higher spiritual 
functionality (such as meaning making after losing someone 
to COVID-19). Although PTG does not dampen the initial 
traumatic response underlying the adjustment to the mas-
sive unprecedented challenge, it could foster resilience and 
self-compassion (Jin et al., 2014; Lau et al., 2020; Ikizer et 
al., 2021).

Our model supports earlier findings that gratitude pre-
dicts PTG. We found that participants with higher levels 
of gratitude show increased capacity for growth during the 
prolonged COVID-19 pandemic, aligning with previous 
results reporting that gratitude predicted PTG after one year 
of an earthquake in China (Zhou et al., 2015). This could be 
because people who are highly grateful tend to positively 
find resources in their lives after experiencing trauma and 
tend to experience positive perceptions of their environ-
ments as well as themselves (Fredrickson, 2004). Gratitude 
was further shown to have a positive impact on PTG, with 
heightened levels of gratitude reinforcing the influence of 
deliberate rumination on PTG (Kim & Bae, 2019 Zhou et 
al., 2015). This specific influence of gratitude-activated 
deliberate rumination on PTG could play a buffer role in the 
face of intrusive thoughts of stressors known to be one of 
the trademarks of PTSD (Leppma et al., 2018a; Tsai et al., 
2016). Intrusive rumination which are also included in PTG 
along with deliberate rumination (Calhoun & Tedeschi, 
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